Stockholm

So Many Islands,
So Little Time
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sitting across many hills on an
archipelago, stockholm abounds in
expensive hipster shit. design, art,
architecture, food and music. rarely
raw but friendly.
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Snickarbacken 7
Café

1

Drop Coffee
Coffee Shop

2

Kalf & Hansen

3

Scandinavian

Östermalms Saluhall

4

Gourmet

starting with morning rituals, behold a
café, art gallery and concept store found
in an alley, with that whole artisanal
coffee drill that's still on point.

for practicing the art of fika: locally
roasted beans, minimalist with a small m
and rustic with a capital R. coffee snobs
give it the thumbs up.

good organic spot for nordic fast food,
coffee and wine. a handy place for
breakfast, lunch or, better yet, order it
take-away.

stockholm's food hall of food halls, from
the 1880s, with numerous restaurants
and cafés, emphasis on seafood and the
classic swedish fare called 'husmanskost.'

Snickarbacken 7, Stockholm
+46 8 684 290 09 snickarbacken7.se

Wollmar Yxkullsgatan 10, Stockholm
+46 8 410 233 63 dropcoffee.se

Mariatorget 2, Stockholm
+46 8 551 531 51 kalfochhansen.se

Humlegårdsgatan 1, Stockholm
+46 8 553 404 21 ostermalmshallen.se

Blå Porten
Scandinavian
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Rosendals Trädgård
Garden

6

Moderna Museet
Art Museum

7

Kulturhuset

8

Art Gallery

if you find yourself in djurgården near
grönalund amusement park & liljevalchs
konsthall, then this small café is good for
a break. great courtyard. chill vibe.

a true gem. an oasis. a restaurant,
bakery, farm, orchard, a workshop! many
stockholmers cross djurgårdsbron to
make the pilgrimage to rosendal on
sunny days.

the art museum on its own island,
featuring one of europe's foremost
collections of art from the twentieth
century to today.

a great spot to see art, hear a seminar,
see theater, have a coffee, take in the
view.

Djurgårdsvägen 64, Stockholm
+46 8 663 87 59 blaporten.com

Rosendalsterrassen 12, Stockholm
+46 8 545 812 70 rosendalstradgard.se

Slupskjulsvägen 7-9, Stockholm
+46 8 519 552 82 modernamuseet.se

Sergels Torg 7, Stockholm
+46 8 508 314 00 kulturhuset.se

Fasching Jazzklubb
Jazz Club

9

Södra Teatern
Theater

10

Mosebacke Ölkiosken
Bar

11

Svartengrens

12

Scandinavian

legendary jazz club if jazz is your thing.
and it should be your thing.
alternatively, the venue called stampen
offers swing, dixie, jazz, blues, & 50-60s
rock.

good outdoor spots for cocktails but it's
really about the live music spaces inside,
often featuring acts that are more
established than cutting edge.

part of the södra teatern complex, a
great spot for outdoor beer drinking on
summer evenings, with views that are
hard to beat.

fancy yet unfrenzied hipster dining, with
artisanal cocktails and such, and locally
sourced meats, sometimes smoked,
sometimes brined and always delicious.

Kungsgatan 63, Stockholm
+46 8 534 829 60 fasching.se

Mosebacke Torg 1-3, Stockholm
+46 8 531 994 90 sodrateatern.com

Mosebacke torg 3, Stockholm

Tulegatan 24, Stockholm
+46 8 612 65 50 svartengrens.se

Lilla Ego
Scandinavian

13

Bakfickan
Scandinavian

14

Little Quarter
Speakeasy

15

Den Gyldene Freden

16

Scandinavian

happening spot that's vegetarian
friendly with particular focus on
vegetables. a bit pricey, but very cosy
and informal. sometimes hard to get a
table.

popular spot for its timeless albeit lighthearted take on swedish cuisine
(meatballs!) not exactly a hip crowd,
with old school waiters, but still
charming.

hiding inside another bar (marie laveau),
the little quarter is a secret cocktail spot
with a studied new orleans vibe.
stockholm's best kept secret? possibly.

unpretentious yet cool basement spot. if
you want to splurge, then this is a good
choice. owned by swedish academy (the
nobel folks). gets more formal at night.

Västmannagatan 69, Stockholm
+46 8 27 44 55 lillaego.com

Jakobs torg 12, Stockholm
+46 8 676 58 08 operakallaren.se/bakfickan

Hornsgatan 66, Stockholm
+46 8 668 85 00 marielaveau.se/bar

Österlånggatan 51, Stockholm
+46 8 24 97 60 gyldenefreden.se
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